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ABSTRACT
Twenty nine sites on the reef of the area between House Reef Fantazia Resort to
House Reef of Shams Alam Resort, south to city of Marsa Alam, were surveyed. The
eleven key resilience factors set by McClanahan et al. (2012) were used to evaluate
our studied Reef areas. The resilience rank equals the sum of the resistance rank and
recovery rank. The highest resistance ranks 2.66 and the lowest one 2.06 recorded in
sites 27 and 28, respectively, while the recovery rank ranged between 1.69 and 2.75 in
sites 29 and 26 respectively. Dependably, the resilience rank ranged between 3.86 and
5.15 in sites 29 and 19, respectively. Generally, the sites with high recruitment
colonies, coral resistance species, herbivores fishes biomass, and lower algal cover,
human impacts had higher resilience rank than the others sites.
Keyword: Coral reef, Resilience, Recovery, Resistance, Marsa Alam, Red Sea.

INTRODUCTION
Coral reefs are rare but critically important resources. Although they occupy
less than 1.2% of the world’s continental shelf area and only 0.09% of the total area of
the world’s ocean, at least 109 countries, territories, and states are directly dependent
on the resources and services they provide (Bruckner et al., 2011). Unfortunately,
many of the world’s coral reefs have been degraded, mainly due to human activities
(De'ath et al., 2012; Granados-Cifuentes et al., 2013). Climate change is now
recognized as one of the greatest threats to coral reefs worldwide (Barshis et al., 2013;
Mumby et al., 2014).
The amount of damage depends on, not only the rate and extent of climate
change, but also on the ability of coral reefs to cope with change (Obura and
Grimsditch, 2009). Importantly, the natural resilience of reefs, that maintains them in
a coral dominated state, is being undermined by stresses associated with human
activities on the water and on the land (Brown and Cossins, 2011). Two general
properties determine the ability of coral communities to persist in the face of rising
temperatures: their sensitivity and their recovery potential (Obura and Grimsditch,
2009). Sensitivity relates to the ability of individual corals to experience exposure
without bleaching, and if they bleach to survive (Hughes et al., 2003; Baker et al.,
2008; Obura and Grimsditch, 2009). potential recovery is relat to the community’s
capacity to maintain or recover its structure and function in spite of coral mortality
(Baker et al., 2008; Nyström et al., 2008; Obura and Grimsditch, 2009).
Together, they determine the resilience of coral communities to rising sea
temperatures. Ecologically, resilience can divided into Resistance – when exposed to
high temperature and other mitigating factors; the ability of individual corals to resist
bleaching, and if bleached to survive, Recovery – following mortality of corals, the
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ability of the reef community to maintain or restore structure and function and remain
in an equivalent ‘phase’ as before the coral mortality (Obura and Grimsditch, 2009).
Despite gaps between resilience theory and field observations, the rapid rate of
climate change disturbance has elevated demand for immediate solutions and
management intervention among coral reef ecosystems (Donner, 2009; HoeghGuldberg and Bruno, 2010). The IUCN has developed a protocol for assessing coral
reef resilience consisting of 61 factors depending on biological and physical factors in
this way to define management priorities (Obura and Grimsdith, 2009). However,
having a wide range of physical and biological factors alone is not sufficient to
develop sound resilience selection criteria. Factors must also be supported by science
with substantial empirical evidence, weighted by the strength of the evidence linking
factors to resistance and recovery (McClanahan, et al., 2012).
During the 2nd International Marine Conservation Congress (2011),
approximately 50 coral reef scientists brought together to address 11 key questions
concerning the resilience of coral reefs. Participants were asked to evaluate 61
potential resilience factors used by IUCN. From this, the participants reduced the 61
factors down to 31, based on experience and discussions. Post to workshop, 28 coral
reef scientists independently scored the 31 factors based on their perceived
importance from personal experience and again based on the empirical evidence from
scientific studies in terms of the factors ability to promote resistance to thermal stress
and in promoting recovery from any type of disturbance, and depending on scientific
literature to evaluate and scale the evidence, and by the end of the discussions they set
final list of 11 key factors for resilience management and conservation, ranging from
the presence of stress-resistant corals to areas of reduced fishing pressure
(McClanahan, et al., 2012).
On the other hand, the Red Sea is still one of the most important areas that
contains beautiful coral communities and are widespread throughout the tropical IndoPacific area (Mohammed, 2012). The Red Sea, is of increasing interest to scientists
working on climate change and resilience due to its relatively high and variable water
temperatures (from 20ºC in spring to 35ºC in summer) and high salinity (c. 40.0 psu
in the northern Red Sea) (Edwards, 1987). Consequently, the Red Sea is an ideal
model system for understanding how reefs may fare under predicted scenarios of
global climate change. Non of the pervious studies which took place in the Red Sea
set any rank to the sites of the coral reefs according to the resilience, and this rank is
very importance in the conservation and managements of the coral reef in the Red
Sea.
Therefore, this study aims to rank some of coral reef sites at the Southern
Egyptian Red Sea based on the resilience factors.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area:
This study has been carried out at the Southern Egyptian Coast of the Red Sea,
between House Reef Fantazia Resort 29 Km south to City of Marsa Alam to House
Reef of Shams Alam Resorts 45 Km south to Marsa Alam city (Figure 1). The study
area became well developed in last ten years, where numerous touristic projects
(resorts and hotels) were constructed along the shoreline of the area. In total, 29 sites
were surveyed, with distance interval of approximately 500m. Out of them, 4
considered as sheltered sites (i.e marsa), namely, House Reef Fantazia Resort, Marsa
El-Ghadier, and Marsa El-Fogiera and House Reef shams Alam Resorts at which the
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Shams Alam Resort. These four sites are possessed different types of touristic
activities, i.e resorts, diving, snorkeling, picnic beaches and mooring for diving boats.

Fig. 1: A satellite map showing the locations of the studied sites in the southern Egyptian Red Sea

Methods:
The eleven key resilience factors set by McClanahan et al. (2012) were used to
evaluate the studied sites based of the data collected during this study and the
pervious information on the study area. At these sites, each of the 11 key resilience
factors was given a 5-point Likert scale value (0-none; 5-highest possible) to quantify
its level of function and then weighted by its evidence score for resistance and
recovery and the resilience rank equal the sum of both categories (McClanahan et al.,
2012).
The highest value of positive factors (Resistance species, temperature
variability, coral diversity, herbivores biomass, recruitments) the lowest of negative
ones (Coral disease, nutrient pollution, sedimentation, anthropogenic-physical
impacts, fishing pressure and algae) at all studied sites gave 5 point and sites
evaluated according to the value of each factor at each site. In order to assess the
positive and negative factors, the study area was surveyed intensively, using SCUBA
diving in March 2013.
At the 29 sites, the substrate elements were analyzed using Point Intercept
Transect (PIT according to English et al., 1997). At each studied site, 25m long
transect, parallel to the reef edge, was surveyed at depth of 0–5 m. At each distance
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intervals of 1m, the underness benthic assemblages were recorded, i.e 25 records. The
substrate elements included, hard coral (recorded at genus level), soft coral (recorded
at genus level), including growth form of each species, associated fauna, associated
flora (algae), and dead components.
In addition, at each site, 25m line transect of 5m width was laid at depth 0-5. In
each BLT the number of dead colonies (recently and old), bleached colonies (partially
and totally), diseased colonies, broken corals, reattached branched) as indicator to
physical human impacts and recruitments colonies, were counted and represented as
no. of colonies/ 125m2.
At each of the study site, the herbivores fishes were identified and counted to
species level (FishBase Froese and Pauly 2003; Cole, 2010; Alevizon, 2014). All the
fish counts were done during the daytime in based on visual censes as recommended
by (English et al., 1997). At each site, herbivores fishes were counted in 500m3 by
swimming on sea surface on the reef slope for 10 minutes which equal to 100m long
(Friedlander and DeMartini, 2002), within a transect of 5m width and 1m height. The
transect width was estimated visually with 2.5m at each side during swimming, and
the counts were expressed as fishes/500m3.
Herbivores biomass was estimated using the length (L)-weight (M) equation: M
= aLb. Constants (a, b) for the most common species according to Froese and Pauly
(2003). The length of each species (L) was obtained from the average length recorded
at Lieske and Myers (1994) and Fish Base (Froese and Pauly, 2003) and the fish
biomass was expressed as g/5003.
Temperature variability rated was depending on the pervious information on the
studied sites. Nutrient pollution, sedimentation, fishing pressure, rated according to
the available information and current states during the study.
The data was analyzed statistically using IBM SPSS (V.19. Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) was applied to test the occurrence of significant differences
between different studied variables according to the sites.
RESULTS
The One-way ANOVA on the effects of sites on the studied categories showed
that, sites had significant influence on the coral diversity, total coral coverage,
different coral growth forms, algae, total recruitment colonies, diseased colonies,
fishing pressure and herbivores biomass (p <0.05), but it had no influence on the
temperature variability, sedimentation and nutrient pollution (p> 0.05).
Substrate composition at study area:
The total coral cover in the study area ranged between 52 and 84% in sites 8 and
28, respectively (Figure 2). Generally, branching corals were the dominate growth
forms in the most of the studied sites especially the exposed ones, while massive coral
had highly percentage in the sheltered sites (marsaes, house reefs). Figure (3) shows
that, the highest branching growth forms coverage 52% were recorded in site 19,
while the lowest 4% was recorded in site 4. Moreover, the coverage of massive corals
ranged between 2 and 56% in sites 3 and 27, respectively. On the other hands, the
encrusting corals recorded with highest cover 12% in site 21 and the lowest cover 1%
in site 7. The coral diversity (no. of species) ranged between 4 and 13 in sites 27 and
1, respectively (Figure 4). On the other hand, the highest algal cover 28% and the
lowest one 2% recorded in sites 12 and 28, respectively, (Figure 5).
The total recruitment colonies increased in the exposed sites than the sheltered
ones, and ranged between 11 and 58colonies/125m2 in sites 7 and 6 respectively,
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(Figure 6). Generally, Impacted sites (Marsaes and House reefs) showed more
physically damaged colonies than the others sites, where the highest damaged
colonies 74 colonies/125m2 and the lowest one 4colonies/125m2 in sites 1 and 28,
respectively (Figure 7). The coral disease was recorded only in 13 sites, and ranged
between 1 and 36 colonies/125m2, in sites 29 and 20, respectively (Figure 8).
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Fig. 2: The total coral percentages cover recorded at the 29 studied sites.
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Fig. 3: The different coral growth forms percentages cover recorded at the 29 studied sites.
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Fig. 4: The coral diversity (no. of species) recorded at the 29 studied sites.
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Fig. 5: The algal percentages cover recorded at the 29 studied sites
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Fig. 6: The counted numbers of total recruitment colonies recorded per 125m2 in the 29 studied sites
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Fig. 7: The physical human impacts recorded per 125m2 in the 29 studied sites
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Fig. 8: The counted numbers of diseased colonies recorded per 125m2 in the 29 studied sites

Herbivores Biomass
Eighteen herbivores species were recorded in all study sites, belonged to seven
families of coral reef fishes. The herbivores abundance ranged between 2 and
342fishes/500m3. Figure (9) shows the herbivores biomass at the studied sites, where
the highest herbivores biomass 186747g/500m3 was recorded in site 27 and the lowest
one (1092g/500m3) was recorded in site 21.
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Fig. 9: The biomass of herbivores fishes recorded per 500m3 in the 29 studied sites
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Resilience rank to the study sites:
The highest resistance ranks 2.66 and the lowest one 2.06 recorded in sites 27
and 28, respectively, while the recovery rank ranged between 1.69 and 2.75 in sites 29
and 26 respectively. Dependably, the resilience rank ranged between 3.86 and 5.15 in
sites 29 and 19, respectively, (Figure 10). In general the impacted and sheltered site
had lowest resilience rank than the exposed and un-impacted sites.
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Fig. 10: The rank of resistance, recovery and resilience recorded in the 29 studied sites

DISCUSSION
Ecological resilience can be defined as the capacity of an ecosystem to absorb
recurrent disturbances or shocks and adapt to change, while retaining essentially the
same function and structure (Scheffer el al., 2001). There were difference in the coral
coverage between studied sites and impacted sites (Marsa and House Reefs) had less
coral coverage than the others sites. The differences in coral community structures in
many coastal areas have been controlled by different factors; the most important one
was the human impact such as coastal development and diving activities (Dar et al.,
2012; Jackson et al., 2014).
Massive coral consider as the most resistance species and often not impacted
by disturbance and a high abundance of resistant species, by definition, confers
resistance (Foster et al., 2011). In additional, massive species, that remain after a
disturbance can continue to grow and reproduce to promote recovery, although these
are often slow-growing species and coral recovery may depend more on the
recolonization of fast-growing branching and plating species (Riegl and Purkis, 2009).
The most dominate growth form in studied sites was branching coral in the exposed
site and massive coral tend to increase in the sheltered ones. That is because corals
can adapt themselves with the current and wave, where the branching growth form
dominated in the exposed sites, while the coral colony was modified to be corymbose
or massive forms in sheltered sites. Attalla (2011), Mohammed (2012) and Dar et al.,
(2012) found that in the exposed sites, branched forms estimated higher percentage
than in the sheltered sites, in contrast, the massive growth forms at the sheltered sites
showed higher occurrence than that of the exposed sites.
Coral diversity may increase resistance, but this likely depends on the species
composition and their species-specific sensitivities or tolerances to disturbance,
(Nyström et al., 2008, McClanahan et al., 2011). On the other hand, there is limited
evidence that coral diversity promotes recovery following disturbance (Cote and
Darling, 2010). The coral diversity differs from site to another and tend to increase in
the sheltered sites, but generally the rapid increase in the coastal developments tend to
decrease the coral diversity (Riegl et al., 2012).
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Algal assemblages are a very important part of many marine systems, providing
food and shelter for higher trophic levels of marine ecosystems (Bruno and Bertness,
2001). The impact of algae on resistance is not clear though potential factors are
generally negative. Factors can work to counteract one another. For example, algae
can reduce growth rates, and disease transmission from algae can divert coral
resources (West and Salm, 2003; Mumby, et al., 2007). Algae is a significant factor
limiting the recovery of corals following disturbance by increasing competition for
benthic substrate, by trapping sediment that smothers coral recruits (Mumby and
Steneek, 2011; Hoey and Bellwood, 2011). Algae can withstand different wave
intensities based on their form and structure, but are especially affected in the upper
limits of areas that receive the most constant and intense wave exposure, toward the
top of the water line and tend to be more abundance in sheltered and impacted areas,
(Fields and Hubach, 2014). This is totally agree with our finding were the unimpacted and exposed sites had lower algal cover than other sites.
The total recruitment colonies in this study found to be higher in un-impacted
and exposed sites than the sheltered and impacted ones, as results of successful
settlements of coral larvae and also availability of settlement space in these sites
compared to sheltered and impacted sites which are characterized by fast algal growth
that blocking larval settlements (Tilot et al., 2008). Mixed evidence surrounds the
thermal sensitivity of coral recruits and small size classes, compared to larger corals,
with some evidence suggesting small corals bleach more severely, while a great
number of studies suggest coral recruits and small size classes are more resistant to
bleaching and mortality (Bena and van Woesik, 2004; Shenkar et al., 2005). In
additional, high rates of successful coral recruitment and survival enhance coral
recovery rates following disturbance (Mumby and Harborne, 2010).
Several studies have illustrated that there is a strong negative relationship
between anthropogenic physical impacts to coral reefs and their ability to resist
stressors. Physical destruction may not kill coral colonies entirely, but even partial
mortality and weakening increases susceptibility to thermally induced coral bleaching,
disease outbreak or and reduce the reproductive potential of individuals. However, the
degree of resistance exhibited by coral reefs or colonies may be dependent on the
scale and frequency of the disturbance (Chabanet et al., 2005; Fox et al., 2005). There
is mixed evidence on the impact of physical anthropogenic disturbances on coral reef
recovery. Most studies have linked anthropogenic physical impacts to coral lower
growth rates, lower reproductive potential, fewer coral recruits, lower and
survivorship and increased disease incidence (Ebersole, 2001; Rogers and Cox, 2003).
The total damaged colonies due to physical human impacts in this study increase in
impacted sites (Marsaes and House reefs) than the others sites. This is totally agreed
with Attalla (2011) and Mohammed (2012), when they found higher damaged
colonies in impacted sites than un-impacted ones.
Herbivores fish biomass varied between sites and it increased in sheltered sites
than the others, because most of these species consider as commercial fishes and the
fishing pressure in the sheltered sites (Marsaes and Houses reefs) are prohibited by
divers and the resorts owner. On the other hands, exposed sites are used by the local
people for fishing from the coast. Bruckner et al. (2011), stated that, in the last two
decades, increased human settlement in coastal areas of the Red Sea and the resultant
increase in artisanal and commercial fishing activities to support local consumption,
and to supply a growing international trade in coral reef species and products, have
led to depletion of many commercially valuable species. No clear evidence the
herbivory increases resistance. It is possible that reduced algal competition might help
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corals withstand other stressors but thane is no clear evidence (Foster et al., 2008), but
several studies have demonstrated a critical role of herbivores reef fishes in recovery
as they influencing competitive interactions between corals and algae and therefore
increase in coral recruitment despite higher corallivory (Hughes et al., 2011; Mumby
and Steneek, 2011)
Few studies have directly tested how disease affects bleaching sensitivity.
Instead, research has focused on the effect of temperature on pathogen virulence, how
disease outbreaks follow bleaching episodes (suggesting corals are more susceptible),
and how disease might become more common as climate change continues (Lesser et
al., 2007). While little evidence that high levels of disease impede recovery from
bleaching. However, disease outbreaks often follow episodes of mass bleaching,
which would imply slower recovery as corals expend resources to combat infection
(Buuno, et al., 2007). The present results indicate a low coral disease prevalence of 136colonies/125m2 on coral reefs in the area of study. This level of coral disease is
much lower than those reported from other reefs both in the Indo- Pacific and GBR of
Australia (Willis et al., 2004); Southeastern India (Thinesh et al., 2009) and in the
Caribbean; St. Lucia (Nugues, 2002), and it agreed with the states of coral disease in
Northern Red Sea (Mohamed et al., 2012). Field and experimental evidence suggests
that nutrient pollution can reduce coral reef resistance to stress, but differences have
been observed based on coral species, morphology, type of nutrient, level of nutrients
and local context (Wooldridge and Done, 2009), and it is associated with decreased
recovery following disturbance but studies recognize the challenge of separating the
effects of multiple stressors, such sedimentation, overfishing from pure nutrients
(Carilli et al., 2009). Nutrient pollution was very low within the study area due to the
absence of the source of these pollutants. The effects of increased sediments on corals,
widely studied in both classical recent literatures are linked to resistance properties of
corals. In synergy with SST, increased sediment and nutrients have been shown to
decrease the thermal tolerance of corals causing bleaching during marginal increase in
SST, and sediments can limit the recovery of coral reefs. It has been shown that
sediment can smother corals tissue, and limit coral larvae settlement impairing coral
recovery (Gleason and Hofmann, 2011; Burke et al., 2014).Whiten the study area the
sedimentation increased in the sheltered area due to the man activities such as resorts
and diving activities.
The most important factors for recovery included high levels of coral
recruitment to replenish denuded locations (Hughes et al., 2010); suitable substrate for
coral settlement and survival (Victor, 2008); and low cover of algae, which in high
abundance can directly kill corals, trap sediment, prevent coral settlement, and
dominate benthic space (Smith et al., 2006; Mumby et al., 2007). Together, the topranked factors show that the most resilient reefs are expected to be those with high
fish and coral diversity (Mora, et al., 2011); and few human impacts (Sandin et al.,
2008). This is totally agree with our finding where the sites with high recruitment
colonies, coral resistance species, herbivores fishes biomass, and lower algal cover,
human impacts had higher resilience rank than the others sites.
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ARABIC SUMMARY
دراسة مرونة الشعاب المرجانية في الساحل الجنوتي المصري للثحر األحمر
1

 سعد زكريا محمد-1 محمود حسن حنفي- 2 تامر منير عطااهلل-1محمد محمود عثاس قطة
 اإلظوبعيليخ – هصس25114 , قعن علْم الجحبز – كليخ العلْم – جبهعخ قٌبح العْيط-1
 هصس- الغسدقخ- جِبش شئْى الجيئخ- هحويبد الجحس األحوس-2
أجسيذ ُرٍ الدزاظخ في الوٌطقخ هب ثيي ُوْض زيوق قسيوخ فبًزصيوب ُّوْض زيوق قسيوخ شووط علون جٌوْة
 عبهو لقيوبض هسًّوخ55  خالل ُرٍ الدزاظخ رون اظوزادام. هْقع42  رن رقعين ُرٍ الوٌطقخ إلي.هديٌخ هسظي علن
( لزقين الوْاقع الزوي رون دزاظوزِبMcClanahan et al. 2012) الشعبة الوسجبًيخ ّالري قد رن أعدادُن هي قج
َ ّهسًّوخ أي هْقوع رون دزاظوز.اظزٌبدا علي الجيبًبد الزي رن رجويعِب خالل ُرٍ الدزاظخ ّالجيبًبد الوزبحخ هعبثقب
 ّخالل ُورٍ الدزاظوخ كوبى أعلوي قيووخ للوقبّهوخ.رعبّي حبص جوع قيوخ هقبّهخ الوْقع ّقيوخ اظزسجبع الوْقع
 ثيٌوووب رساّحووذ قيوووخ انظووزسجبع ثوويي, علووي الزسريووت42-42  روون رعووجيلِن فووي الوْاقووع4..2  ّأقو قيوووخ4.22
 ّاظزٌبدا علي ذلك فأى قيوخ الوسًّخ لوْاقع الدزاظخ رساّحذ. علي الزسريت42-42  في الوْاقع4.21 ّ 5.22
 ّعوْهب فوأأى الوْاقوع الزوي احزوْد علوي أعلوي عودد. علي الزسرت52 ّ 42  في الوْاقع1.51 ّ 6.22 هب ثيي
 كزلخ لألظووب العشوجيخ ّأقو ًعوجخ للطحبلوت ّ الزوأايساد الجشوسيخ- أًْاع الشعبة الوقبّهخ-للوعزعوساد الجديدح
.ٓكبًذ لديِب قين هسًّخ عبليخ أكثس هي الوْاقع األخس

